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Miscellanea 179 

IV. The Elimination of Spurious Correlation due to position in Time 
or Space. 

By "1 STUDENT." 

IN the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society for 1905*, p. 696, appeared a paper by 
R. H. Hooker giving a method of determiininig the correlation of variations from-l the " in- 
stantaneous mean" by correlatinig corresponding differences between successive values. This 
method was invented to deal with the manaiy statistics which give the successive aninual values 
of vital or comnmnercial variables; these values are genierally subject to large secuilar variationis, 
somnetimes periodic, sometimes uniforimi, sonmetimes accelerated, which would lead to altogether 
misleadiing values were the correlation to be taken betweeni the figures as they stand. 

Since MIr Hooker published his paper, the method has been in coinstailt use amonig those who 
have to deal statistically with economic or social problems, aild helps to show whether, for 
example, there really is a close conniection between the femtale cancer death rate and the quantity 
of imnported apples consumed per head! 

Prof. Pearsoni, however, hals pointed otut to me that the method is only valid wlhen the 
connection between the variables atnid timiie is linear, and the followinog niote is an effort to extenid 
-Mr Hooker's method so as to make it aipplicable in a rather more general way. 

If XI, X2, X3, etc., y1, y2 y:,, etc., be corresponding valuies of the variables x and y, tlleln if 

Xr, 2, x3, etc., Y1, /2, ,Y3, etc. atrc ranidomly distributed in timiie and space, it is easy to show that 
the correlation between the corresponding, ntlh differences is the samne as that between x and y. 

Let ,Dx be the nth difference. 

For 1Dx=xl - X2, 1DX2 = X2 - 2 X-2 + X92. 

Sutmming for all valuies and dividing by iV and rememberiing that since rl aInd X2 are nmtually 
randonm S (xI, X.2) = 0, we get t 

21D 20x2 

Again, 1D9v =Y1 - ys 2 *.*. 1Dy1 1 i42D Y-' I Y2 + x2 y. 

Surming for all vXaluies and dividing by N, and rememnberinyg that x1 anld y2 and .V2 and y1 are 
mutually random 

1,T)xDy DX *Df 0D 2rXY 0x 
'r, 

** 1Dx lDt,= xy-Y 

Proceeding successively = O . 
. 

I 

Now suppose XI, X2, X3, etc. are not random in space or timne; the problerns arising from 
correlation due to successive positions in space are exactly similar to those due to successive 

occurrence in time, but as they are to some extent complicated by the seconid dimension, it is 

perhaps simpler to consider correlatioin due to time. 

Stuppose then x, = X1 + bt1 + ct12 + dt13 + etc., . = X2 + bt2 + ct22 + dt.,3 + etc. 

where X1, X2, etc. are independent of time anid t1, t2, t3 are successive valuies of time, so that 

t_ - t.-, = 1T, and suppose yl, = Y, + b't, + c't,2 + etc. as before. 

* The method had been used by Miss Cave in Proc. Roy. Soc. Vol. LXXIV. pp. 407 et seq. that is in 

1904, but being used incidentally in the course of a paper it attracted less attention than Hooker's 

paper which was devoted to describing the method. The papers were no doubt quite independent. 

t The assumption made is that n is sufficiently large to justify the relations 

Sln-1 (X)/(n -1) = S2n (X)/(1 - 1) = S1 (X)/11 aDd Sln 1 (X2)/(1 - 1) S2 
n 

(X2)(1 - 1) = S1& (X2)/71, 

being taken to hold. 
23-2 
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180 Miisellanea 

Theta 1Dz=1Dx- bT- c7 (t1 + t2) - dT(t11+t1t2+t2) - etc. 

1D,=1Dx-{bT+cT2+dT3+etc.} - t, {2cT+3dT2+ 4eT+etc.} 
- t12{,3dT+6eT2+etc.} - etc. 

In this series the coefficients of tl, t2, etc. are all constants and the highest power of t, is oile 
lower thani before, so that by repeating the process again and again we can elimninate t from the 
variable on the right-hand side, provided of course that the series ends at some power of t. 

When this has beeni done, we get 
5Dx = Dx +a constant, 

5Dy=nDy + a constan t, 
so rj~~~~~~;DcnDy= ;Dx,Dy)= rxY) 

and of course r+1Dx,+1D, =rnDXD for ,D. anid ,,,1 are now randomu variables iindependent 
of time. 

Henice if we wish to elimiiinate variability due to position in time or space and to determine 
whether there is any correlation betweeni the residual variations, all that has to be done is to 
correlate the 1st, 2nd, 3rd.. .nth differences between successive values of our variable with the 
1st, 2nd, 3rd .. nth differences between successive values of the other variable. When the cor- 
relation between the two nth differences is equial to that between the two (n + l)th differences, 
this value gives the correlation required. 

This process is tedious in the extreme, buit that it may sometimes be necessary is illustrated 
by the following examples: the figures from which the first two are taken were very kindly 
supplied to me by Mr E. G. Peake, who had been using them in preparing his paper "The 
Application of the Statistical Method to the Bankers' Problem " in The Bankers' Megazine (July- 
August, 1912). The material for the iiext is taken from a paper in The Journal of Ayricultural 
Science by Hall and Mercer, on the error of field trials, and are the yields of wheat and straw on 
500 - acre plots into which an acre of wheat was divided at harv'est. The remainder are from 
the three Registrar-Generals' returns. 

I I1 III IV V VI 

Correlation betwveen ... Sauerbeck's Marriage Yield of Tuberculosis Death Rate. 
Index numbers. Rate Grain 

Inlfantile Mortality 
and ... ... Bankers' Clear- Wages Yield of 

ing House Straw 
returns per Ireland England Scotland 

head 

Raw figures ... - 33 - 52 + -53 +,63 + 35 + 02 
First difference ... + 51 + 67 + 590 + -75 + 69 + 51 
Second difference ... + -30 + 58 + .539 + 74 + *74 + 65 
Third difference ... ? -07 + 52 + 530 _ 
Fourth difference ... + 11 + 55 + -524 
Fifth difference ... + -05 + 55 - 

Sixth difference ... +55 

Number of cases 41 years 557 years plots 42 years 

The difference between I and II is very marked, and wouild seem to indicate that the causal 
connection between index numbers and Bankers' clearing house rates is not altogether of the 
same kind as that between marriage rate and wages, though all four variables are commonly 
taken as indications of the short period trade wave. I had hoped to investigate this subject 
more thoroughly before publishing this note, btut lack of time has made this impossible. 
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